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Who am I?
• How did I get into knowledge audits?

Who are you?
• What’s your experience with audits? knowledge audits?
• What I discovered about knowledge audits
• Scoping knowledge audits
How I Got Here
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Knowledge Auditing: Principles and Practice
An evidence-based approach to knowledge management implementation.

Patrick Lambe
What I Discovered

We’ve forgotten our history
- Records audits (1920s onwards)
- Communication audits (1960s onwards)
- Information audits (1970s onwards)
- Knowledge audits (1990s onwards)

We all mean different things by “k-audit”
- We focus on different things (assets, resources, flows, processes, capabilities)
- We have different goals
- We speak at cross-purposes – it’s hard to compare data and learn
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What’s in a Name?

Knowledge Audit?

Knowledge Management Audit?
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The Landscape

Inventory Audit
• Knowledge resources, Knowledge flows, Knowledge gaps

Discovery Audit
• Checking practices and resources against needs
• Very open-ended, emergent
• Sets goals based on discoveries

Value Audit
• ROI of investment in IM/KM? (Cost benefits)
• Do we create sufficient value from our knowledge? (Asset capitalization)

Learning Audit
• Checking our datasets to see if we can get evidence to improve our practices

Assessment Audit
• Benchmarking practices
• Checking compliance with a standard (e.g. ISO 30401)
• KM quality check
• Maturity assessment

What Counts as Evidence?

Interviews?

Surveys?
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Scoping Knowledge Audits

TARGET PHENOMENA

- KM Goals & Needs
- KM Enablers
- K Processes
- KM Capabilities

KM-Related Audits

METHODS

AUDIT TYPES

- Observational methods
  - Documentation review
  - Content analysis
  - Social network analysis

- Analytical methods
- Inquiry methods
  - Open
  - Closed
  + Assessment Instruments?

- Participatory methods
  - Knowledge mapping
  - Narrative inquiry
  - Sensemaking workshops
  - Alignment workshops

- Assessment
  - against need
  - benchmarking
  - of capability
  - of climate
  - of compliance
  - of maturity
  - of progress
  - of risk
  - standards-based

Inventory
- of assets
- of gaps
- of flows
- of tools and processes

Participative Goal-Setting
- internal
- against ideals
- against experience
- against desired change
- against desired action

Value
- cost-benefit / ROI
- asset capitalization

Learning
- consistent data collection
- double loop learning

Discovery Review
- internal/external views
- multiple/single strand
- collective self-representation
- alignment of individuals
- alignment to business needs
1. STOCKS
2. FLOWS
3. GOALS & NEEDS
4. ENABLERS
5. PROCESSES
6. CAPABILITIES
7. OUTCOMES

**INDIRECT AUDITS**

- KM Assessment instruments + Inquiry Methods (Closed)
- Participatory Methods + Observation Methods + Analytical Methods

**DIRECT AUDITS**

- Participatory Methods
- Inquiry Methods (Closed)
- Analytical Methods
- Participatory Methods + Inquiry Methods (Open & Closed) + KM Assessment instruments

Measurement and Evaluation Methods
www.straiknowledge.com
Adapted from: Snowden, David J. (2000c) ‘The ASHEN model: an enabler of action’ Knowledge Management 3 (7)
Discussion

How would you characterize your own experience in conducting knowledge audits using this framework?

And/or

What kind of evidence gathering would assist in making KM plans in your own organisation?
Resources / Additional Information
KNOWLEDGE AUDIT SURVEY 2017:

What is a knowledge audit?
What are we auditing?
What is the purpose?
What methods do we use?

150 respondents – 69% with experience of conducting knowledge audits; 51% practitioners, 30% consultants

Knowledge Audits in Practice – Report on Global Survey
http://tinyurl.com/kaudit
Main Insights from 2017 Survey

1. There is a wide array of understandings of what a knowledge audit is (both in the research literature and in practice).
2. People experienced in knowledge audits focus less on audits for compliance, quality or benchmarking.
3. Knowledge audits are composite activities, combining several audit types, most usually an Inventory of knowledge stocks and flows, combined with an internal or external review of KM practices.
4. People experienced in knowledge audits tend to narrow the range of audit types used in combination – i.e. they don’t try to achieve too much.
5. If an Inventory Audit is not conducted, the most common types used are internal or external reviews of KM practices, and audits of the quality of KM.
6. Knowledge audits most commonly focus on knowledge stocks and flows, KM processes, strategic knowledge needs and KM capabilities.
7. Knowledge audits are most commonly used to understand organisational knowledge needs, as input to a KM strategy, and to improve operational-level KM.
8. Knowledge audits use a very wide array of methods, with interviews, workshops and surveys being most favoured. The most effective methods are considered to be interviews for their depth and richness, and workshops for building knowledge maps and building consensus.
Main Insights ctd...

9. The biggest challenges in conducting knowledge audits relate to getting reliable, comprehensive and accurate data covering non-obvious knowledge sources as well as the obvious ones. This is partially connected to how the audit is scoped, the engagement methods deployed, and how communications are managed, particularly in getting consistent understandings of the goals. The second major cluster of challenges relates to the time required for an audit, getting management buy-in, and getting participation from the right people.

10. The most cited benefit from a knowledge audit is its ability to build consensus and provide underpinning evidence for KM planning, and for a KM strategy and roadmap. A second major benefit (particularly relating to Inventory Audits) is its value in locating important knowledge and ensuring effective knowledge access and use.
Guidelines for the Audit Process

• Before the audit
  – Framing
  – Planning
  – Preparing
• During the audit
• After the audit

Practitioner Guidelines for Knowledge Audits –
Kuala Lumpur KM Roundtable
http://tinyurl.com/kaudit2
Knowledge Audit Poster

http://tinyurl.com/kaudit3
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